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ABSTRAK

This thesis is entitled Translation analysis of Personal Pronouns Reflected by Social Distance in â€œThe
Theory of Everythingâ€• Movie Subtitle. The researcher used descriptive- qualitative method during the
research. In this research, the researcher aims to find how personal pronouns are translated into Indonesian
language. This research also directs to know if the translation of personal pronouns change the register. The
researcher used power and solidarity by Brown and Gilman (1960) to find factors that are influencing the
selection of personal pronouns in an utterance. Based on the analysis that has been done, the researcher
found there are 24 various types of pronouns that found in The Theory of Everything movie subtitle with the
number of the total data is 446 data. The pronoun mostly used to translated is pronoun aku in translating
pronoun I which found 140 data (31,40%) and pronoun kau in translating pronoun you which found 139 data
(31,16%) in the movie subtitle. the less used pronoun in translating English personal pronouns are  dia that
translate  she, itu to translate they, and itu to translate them. Each of them is only found 1 data (o,22%) in the
movie subtitle. 
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